Further Analysis of the Local Defect Correction Method. We analyze a special case of the Local Defect Correction (LDC) method introduced in [4] . We restrict ourselves to finite difference discretizations of elliptic boundary value problems. The LDC method uses the discretization on a uniform global coarse grid and on one or more uniform local fine grids for approximating the continuous solution. We prove that this LDC method can be seen as an iterative method for solving an underlying composite grid discretization. This result makes it possible to explain important properties of the LDC method, e.g. concerning the size of the discretization error. Furthermore, the formulation of LDC as an iterative solver for a given composite grid problem makes it possible to prove a close correspondence between LDC and the Fast Adaptive Composite grid (FAC) method from [8] [9] [10] .
Introduction
Many practical boundary value problems produce solutions which contain several high activity regions. In these regions the solution varies much more rapidly than in the remaining part of the domain. This behaviour of the solution may be caused by the differential operator itself, by the forcing terms in the differential equation, by the boundary conditions or by an irregular boundary (e.g. a re-entrant corner).
If one wants to discretize such a boundary value problem on a uniform grid, then, due to the large variations of the solution in the high activity regions, a relatively small mesh size is required to obtain a sufficiently accurate approximation of the solution. However, outside the high activity regions the behaviour of the solution is much more smooth and therefore a (much) larger mesh size seems to be sufficient in that part of the domain. So approximating the continuous solution on a single uniform grid is often computationally inefficient for boundary value problems which produce solutions that contain high activity regions.
Instead, the solution can be approximated using several uniform grids with different mesh sizes that cover different parts of the domain [1, 4, 9] . At least one grid should cover the entire domain. The mesh size of this global coarse grid is chosen in agreement with the smooth behaviour of the solution outside the high activity regions. Besides a global grid, several local grids are used which are also uniform. Each of them covers only a (small) part of the domain and contains a high activity region. The grid size of each of these grids is chosen in agreement with the behaviour of the solution in the corresponding high activity region. In this way every part of the domain is covered by a (locally) uniform grid whose mesh size is in agreement with the behaviour of the continuous solution in that part of the domain. This refinement strategy is known as local uniform grid refinement. The solution is approximated on the composite grid which is the union of the uniform subgrids.
In [4] Hackbusch introduced the local defect correction method (LDC) for approximating the continuous solution on a composite grid. In this iterative process a basic global discretization is improved by local discretizations defined in the subdomains, At every step this iterative process yields a discrete approximation of the continuous solution on the composite grid. This method is an iterative discretization and solution method. The discrete problem that is actually being solved is an implicit result of the iterative process.
In this paper we present a further analysis of the LDC method. In [4] an overlap parameter d > 0 is introduced and an analysis of the LDC method for the case d > 0 (independent of the mesh size) is given. In this paper we analyze the LDC method for the case with minimal overlap, i.e. d = 0. We show that the discrete problem that is actually being solved by this LDC method is a composite grid discretization. This result has some interesting consequences for the analysis of the LDC method. For example, using the underlying composite grid system (that is not used in the LDC algorithm) bounds for the discretization error, in a finite difference setting, can be derived. Also an expression for the iteration 9 matrix is derived that can be used to gain understanding of the convergence properties of the LDC method.
The fast adaptive composite grid (FAC) method by McCormick [8] [9] [10] is an iterative method for solving a g/yen discrete problem on the composite grid.
Approximations of the solution of this discrete problem are computed by solving discrete problems on the global and local grids. It is often noted in literature that LDC and FAC are very similar. Here, we give a concrete theoretical comparison of these methods for a model situation. We show that the LDC method is equivalent with the FAC method applied to the composite grid discretization resulting from the LDC method. The resulting iterates of both methods are the same (although the algorithms are different!).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe a model problem and a model composite grid. In Subsection 3.1 the LDC iteration is presented. The underlying composite grid discretization and an expression for the iteration matrix are derived in Subsection 3.2. Some numerical results related to the convergence rate of the LDC method are presented. In Subsection 3.3 we present a Finite Difference based FAC method and we prove that this method is equivalent with the LDC method.
Model Situation
In this section we introduce notation and describe a model case with a global coarse grid and one local fine grid. In Remark 2.1 we discuss possible generalizations.
We consider Dirichlet boundary value problems 2U=f
in 12, ease of presentation. We assume that problem (2.1) is such that the continuous solution varies very rapidly in some (small) part of the domain, which is contained in the region 121 ~ 12. In the remaining part of the domain the continuous solution is assumed to behave much more smoothly. The boundary 012 l of 12z consists of two parts. A part that coincides with 012 and a remaining part. The latter part is called the interface F= 092 l \ 012 (see Fig. 1 ). We note that we may have 012 l 0 012 = {0}. in which case the interface F coincides with 012 l .
In order to compute a numerical approximation of the solution U we discretize (2.1) with respect to some discretization grid using finite differences. We assume that the finite difference matrices that appear in this section are all nonsingular.
We use two uniform grids, a global one and a local one. The global coarse grid 12~ is a uniform grid with mesh size H that covers the domain 12. The localfine gr/d 12l h is a uniform grid with size h that covers the region 12l (see Fig. 1 ). The space of grid functions on 12/t(12~) is denoted by 3-ZC(~hl ). The continuous solution varies (much) more rapidly in /2 l than in the remainder of 12. Therefore, a (much) smaller grid size is needed in 12l than in the remainder of /2 to provide the required level of resolution: h << H.
II TT Figure 1 . Examples of f~l, f~H, f~lh and f~
We assume that the interface F coincides with grid lines of S2 A'. Also we assume that all grid points of ~2H N S21 belong to ~2~ ~. We note that s2~ does not contain grid points on the interface F (see Fig. 1 ). These fine interface grid points generate the fine interface grid F h. The coarse interface grid F H consists of all coarse interface grid points x ~ ~2 u FI F. The corresponding spaces of grid functions are denoted by 9 r and ~/r respectively.
Below we will also use a so called composite grid. The composite grid ~2 c is a nonuniform grid that covers the domain ~2. It is the union of the global coarse grid ~2 H and the local fine grid ~2~ (see Fig. 2 ). The space of grid functions on the composite grid is denoted by ~. The composite grid is partitioned in the following way (see Fig. 2 ):
We assume that at all grid points x ~ g2 c the same finite difference formula is used as in the discretization process on the global coarse grid:
with L H and fH as in (2.2).
We assume that at all grid points x ~ g2l h the composite grid discretization is of the following form:
with LhI, Lh, ff and Pc as in (2.4).
There are several options for choosing the composite grid discretization at the interface points x ~ F H. In Subsection 3.3 we will consider one particular choice which results from the analysis of the LDC method.
Remark 2.1. In [4] a more general setting is presented. For example, for the LDC method it is not necessary that the local fine grid is a refinement of the coarse grid ((g2 H f'l Oz) c Oth). Also the setting in [4] allows the use of a variety of discretization methods. Due to this generality the analysis in [4] uses several technical assumptions which may be hard to verify in concrete situations. In this paper we restrict ourselves to the specific situation described above. This makes it possible to give a detailed analysis of the LDC method without technical assumptions.
Local Defect Correction

Introduction of the LDC Method
In the LDC iteration the global coarse grid OH and the local fine grid g2t h are used to compute a numerical approximation of the continuous solution U of (2.1). At each iteration step a discrete problem on O H and a discrete problem on O h are solved.
We introduce the following notation. We use a local coarse grid
and the space of grid functions on S2 M is denoted by ~H. The local coarse grid is a uniform grid with size H that covers the region g21 (see Fig. 1 ).
The characteristic function X is defined by
In LDC one starts with solving the basic coarse grid problem (2.2). The resulting u H is used to define boundary values for a local fine grid problem, i.e. we solve (2.4) with v H = u H, resulting in a local fine grid approximation ui h. By solving the local fine grid problem we aim at improving the approximation of the continuous solution U in the region g2 l. However, the Dirichlet boundary conditions on F h result from the basic global coarse grid problem and the approximation u~ can be no more accurate than the approximation u H at the interface. In general, local phenomena cause the approximations un(x) to be relatively inaccurate at all grid points x ~ O H. Therefore, the results of this simple two step process usually do not achieve an accuracy that is in agreement with the added resolution (see e.g. [2] , [4] ). In the local defect correction iteration coarse and fine processing steps are reused to quickly obtain such accuracy.
In the next step of the LDC iteration the approximation u/h is used to update the global coarse grid problem (2.2) . The right hand side of (2.2) is updated at grid points that are part of Off. The updated global coarse grid problem is given by L~I~H = fz-I 
LH~tn=fH + x(L~/(U~oF) + L~(utrH~) --fH).
(3.5)
So the right hand side of the global coarse grid problem is corrected by the defect of a local fine grid approximation. Once we have solved (3.5) we can update the local fine grid problem:
The approximations ~Ar and ~ of U are used to define an approximation of U on the composite grid:
x n, c(x) := x nc \ np.
In [2] an error analysis for this approximation that results after only one LDC step is given.
In the LDC iteration global problems like (3.5) and local problems like (3.6) are combined in the way described above. 
Remark 3.2. In the LDC iteration it is not necessary to compute the composite grid approximation explicitly. (3.7g) is added for reasons that will become clear later on.
In practice the systems in (3.7e, 3.7f) will be solved approximately by a fast iterative method. Then one can take advantage of the fact that one has to solve problems on uniform grids. The LDC iteration (3.7) is most naturally interpreted as an iterative discretization and solution method for a boundary value problem whose solution contains a high activity region. At each iteration step an approximation of the continuous solution is computed both on the global coarse grid and on the local fine grid. The approximation on the local fine grid is used to define a discrete problem on the global coarse grid. Thus the discretization process and the solution process are coupled and the discrete problem that is actually being solved is an implicit result of the iterative process. In the following subsection we consider both the discretization aspect and the iterative solution aspect of the LDC iteration. with Or n ~9-r u, Off(x) = 0 at all x ~ F u. At grid points x ~ ~ff two approximations exist: t~H(x) and ~h(x). We show that these approximations are identical. In the following theorem we use block partitioning corresponding to ~ =~7 h Zoo n (see Fig. 4 ). An important consequence of Theorem 3.4 is that for the discretization error of the limit of the LDC iteration it is sufficient to analyze the composite grid discretization in (3.15) (which may be easier than an analysis of the coupled system in (3.8)). Note that in this discretization the treatment of the interface points is rather unusual. It turns out that, at least for the finite difference case, stability and reasonable error estimates can be proved. A detailed analysis of the finite difference discretization on composite grids for Poisson type of problems is presented in another paper [3] . Here we just give a typical error estimate from [3] . By dh, H(Y)we denote the local discretization error at the grid point y. By Fh'* we denote the set of grid points in Off next to the interface F, i.e.
Properties of the LDC Iteration
Fh* = {x ~ g21 h ]dist(x, F ) = h}.
Due to the interpolation needed on F the local discretization errors at points y c Fh* depend on o-.'= H/h. For the composite grid discretization as in (3.15) applied to a Poisson problem, the following estimates are valid:
with j = 0, 1 if Pr corresponds to piecewise linear or piecewise quadratic interpolation respectively. The constants C i depend on higher derivatives of U and due to the local high activity we have C 2 >> C1, C 2 >> C 3. In [3] it is proved that the following global discretization error estimate holds:
II~c -uIl~ ~ C(C1n 2 + C2h 2 + C3HJ+I), (3.17) with C a small constant that does not depend on U, h, H.
As usual in finite difference estimates, the result in (3.17) has the disadvantage that high (fourth order) derivatives are involved. However, the estimate in (3.17) nicely separates the influence of the high activity region (Czh2), the low activity region (C~H2), and the interpolation on the interface (C3Hi+1). Note that all constants in (3.17) are independent of o-=H/h. We refer to [3] for numerical results related to the global discretization error bound (3.17).
In the remainder we assume that /~ is nonsingular. Thus the LDC iteration (3.7) has a unique fixed point t~ c as in (3.12).
Below, in Theorem 3.6, we derive an expression for the iteration matrix of the LDC method. First we introduce two trivial injections r~ and rc~ and corresponding prolongations. The restrictions r~ :~ ~ 3 -n and r~t :c~ _~ ~ are defined by
We use prolongations rc r : yH ~ Ycc and r~ :~h ~ Jcc. operators Pi :~ ~ ~ play an important role: 
((1--x)(fH--LHrcuc,i_l))(x)=(rc(fc--Lcuc,i_l))(x).
r~L~uc)(X) = (LnrcU~)(x) and thus ((1 -x ) ( f/4 -L/4rou~,i-, ) )(x) = ( fd -L/4rcUo,i_ 1)(x)
So (3.24) holds for x ~ 12c.
Finally, for x ~ f/4, we have
So (3.24) also holds for x ~ f H. 
CFpr(u,, )+rc,(C,t ;i-c -(L~)-I Lh cpr rr ]fluff + r~(L~)-lrclLca c -a o
-(LI) LrPrrr rf(LH)-lfn_(i_pz)~t~
(3.27) Substituting (3.27) in (3.26) yields
uc, i -a~ = ( I-Pe)uc,i_ 1 -( I-P2)(t c -( I-P2)Pl( Uc,i_ 1 -ac)
= (I-Pe)(I-P1)(u~,i_ 1 -ac). []
In the proof of Theorem 3.6 we have used the structure of the starting procedure in the LDC method. For the vector Uc, o, resulting from the starting procedure in the LDC method, we have the following result:
Proof: For Uc, o in the LDC method we have:
Using (3.27) we obtain (3.28).
[] Substituting (3.28a) in (3.22a) and using the fact that (I -P2) 2 = (I -P2), yields the following expression for the LDC iterates.
Corollary 3.8. The iterates 1A c, i ( i > 1) from the LDC method satisfy Uc,i-fi c = ((I-P2)(I-P1)(I-P~))i(u * -~).
(3.29)
From Theorem 3.4 and Corollary 3.8 we conclude that the LDC method in (3.7) is a linear iterative method for solving the composite grid system in (3.15) and that the rate of convergence of the LDC method is determined by the operator
212i= ( I-P2)( I-PO(1 -P2). (3.30)
From the definition of the LDC method it is clear that, in a certain sense, this method can be seen as a multiplicative Schwarz domain decomposition type of method. In mathematical terms this is made precise by the expression for the error propagation operator 2~ in (3.30). Using the expression for the error propagation operator M we can show a close relation between the LDC method and the FAC method of [10] . This will be discussed in Section 3.3 below.
Unfortunately, we are not able to derive satisfactory bounds for the norm (or spectral radius) of 3). With respect to this we note that (almost) all convergence analyses of related methods (e.g. FAC applied to a FVE discretization as in [10] ) use a variational setting, whereas it is not clear to us how the discrete operator /~c (and thus P1 and /'2) can be put in such a variational setting. So a satisfactory convergence analysis of the LDC method with d = 0 (no overlap) is still lacking, although we have been able to prove that the rate of convergence is determined by the matrix 34 (i.e. we need bounds for IIMII, p(M)). The solution U in (3.31) is shown in Fig. 5 . The solution varies very rapidly in a small part of the domain and is smooth in the remaining part of the domain. For /2 t we take 52~={(x,y)~ 521x< 1/4 Ay < 1/4}. Both on the uniform global coarse grid and on the uniform local fine grid we use a standard discretization. We take central difference approximations both for the second order and the first order derivatives. We consider piecewise linear interpolation and piecewise quadratic interpolation on the interface. Numerical results related to the composite grid discretization errors for these problems are given in [3] . In Table I we give the average error reduction per iteration (in [I. H~) in the first four iterations: 1 4 Eluc i-~clI~ 2.,
We see that, both for Case 1 and Case 2, the rate of convergence is high and more or less independent of the parameters H and o-. The error reduction factors for piecewise linear and piecewise quadratic interpolation are compara- 
Correspondence to FAC
In Subsection 3.2 we have shown that the discrete problem solved by the LDC method is the composite grid problem (3.15):
The fast adaptive composite grid method (FAC) by McCormick [8] [9] [10] is an iterative method for solving a given discrete problem on a composite grid. In the FAC method all actual computation (i.e. (approximately) solving discrete problems) is performed on the uniform subgrids of which the composite grid is composed. In [8, 9] the FAC is described, and convergence theory is presented, for the variational case. In [10] the FAC method for solving composite grid problems resulting from a finite volume element (FVE) discretization technique is considered. There convergence results for the FVE-based FAC are derived.
It is noted in the literature that FAC and LDC are vel y similar (see e.g. [8, 9] ). In [7] a comparison of FAC and LDC (and FIC) is made by means of numerical experiments, In the literature we did not find any theoretical results concerning the relation between FAC and LDC. Based on the analysis of the LDC method in the foregoing sections, we can show a clear relation between FAC and LDC. We consider a Finite Difference-based FAC method for solving the composite grid problem (3.15) and we prove that this method is equivalent with the LDC method (3.7).
In the FAC method approximations of t~ c from (3.15) are computed in an iterative way. At each iteration step a discrete problem on the uniform global coarse grid and a discrete problem on the uniform local fine grid are solved exactly and the resulting solutions are used to improve the current iterate.
Let ~ be an approximation of a~. Inserting fi~ into the system f~uc-)~ = 0 yields the composite grid defect
The correction G := t)~-t2~ satisfies
The composite grid defect d~ following way:
is restricted The FAC iteration is an iterative process that combines local and global discrete problems in the way described above.
The approximation v h from (3.38) is used to correct the approximation tic of t~ c at grid points of/2th:
de(X ) := at(x) + vh(x), X ~ /2l h. 
with L ), L h as in (2.4). The interpolation operator/3 r has been introduced in Subsection 3.2. We recall that zero boundary values are used in /3 r when interpolating between a point on 0/2 and a grid point of F n (see Fig. 3 ).
The composite grid defect is restricted to the local fine grid in a trivial way: (3.410 The FAC iteration (3.41) is written in its delayed correction form (cf. [10] , Section 4.1). In this form the method is not applicable to nonlinear problems. In case L~ is nonlinear, the method should be used in FAS-form (see [10] , Section 4.5).
A simple computation shows that
()~-LcU~,i)(x)=O , x~g2c\r H, i>l.
So, after the first FAC step we have that dl h -0 and that dHl~, r~ -0. Using this, one can easily show that t~ c from (3.15) is the unique fixed point of (3.41).
Below, in Theorem 3.9, we derive an expression for the iteration matrix of the FAC method. The notation is as in Subsection 3.2.
We use block partitioning corresponding to yH=~H ~Joo,V, ~cc=~h ~Yoo/~. 
= Uc,i_l--~tc-l-rrcl(Lh)-lrclf~c(ac--Uc,i_l)
[: with PI as in (3.20).
=((I-P2)(I-ff~)(I-P2))i-~(I-P2)(I-P1)(U~,o-~c),
We note that in the FAC method the initial approximation is not specified yet.
A possible choice for this initial approximation is the appro~mation that results from the starting procedure in the LDC method (3.7a-c). By Lemma 3.7 we have that this initial approximation satisfies
Uc,o -= -ac).
Using this initial approximation, the FAC iterates satisfy
Uc,i--~lC =Mi(uc, O-ac) =((I-P2)(I-fi~)(I-pe))~(u: -5~) (3.47)
The equivalence of LDC and FAC follows from (3 29), (3 46) and (3 47).
Cara|tat3' 3,[L The FAC method (3.41) with ~nit+al appraximaaon ~om (3 7a-c) and the L13C method (~7~ yield, idenffcal ~terate~.
